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ON THE SOLUTION OF A GENERALIZED SYSTEM 
OF VON KARMAN EQUATIONS 
JOZEF IvACUR 
(Received January 21, 1980) 
INTRODUCTION 
A nonlinear system of equations generalizing von Karman equations is studied. 
The system considered is derived in [ l ] under the assumption of a nonlinear relation 
between the intensity of stresses and deformations in the constitutive law o^e{ = 
= £(l — co) and stands as a model for large deformations of thin plates or shells. 
In the case co = 0 this system reduces to the system von of Karman equations. 
The function co = co(e) can also characterize the plasticity properties of the given 
material but the derived system is a model for large deformations of elastic-plastic 
plates for simple exterior stresses only (i.e. all exterior stresses arise from zero stresses 
in a monotonic way). From the numerical point of view the generalized system has 
been analysed also in [2]. The case co = co(x, y) has been considered in [8]. Our goal 
is to prove the existence of a solution and its properties for co -> 0. We use the techni-
que developed in [3 — 6] and some results from [7]. 
1. NOTATION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q a R2 be a simply connected bounded domain describing the shape of a plate. 
We assume that the boundary dQ is piecewise three times continuously differentiable 
(see [5]). Denote wx = dwjdx, wy = dwjdy, wxy = (wx)y etc.; A
2w = wxxxx + 
+ 2wxxyy + wyyyy; [w,f] = wxxfyy + wyyfxx - 2wxyfxy; wv stands for the outward 
normal derivative with respect to dQ. By means of (from the constitutive law) we 
define the functions a{ (i = 1, 2, 3) in the following way: 
- - Ï 
rh/2 4 pft/2 g *h/2 
todz, Q2=—\ zcoáz, Q3 = — z
2co áz 
-A/2 h J -h/2 h J -h/2 
« i = ( l ~ i e i ) " 1 , ^ 2 - ^ 1 ^ 2 , a3 = i(2Q34-aiQ
2
2), 
where /. is the thickness of the plate. Let w be the deflection and F Airy's stress 
function of the plate. Then at are the functions of wxxi wxy, wyy, Fxx, Fxy and Fyy. 
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We assume at to be in the form at = at(x, y, w, wx, wy, wxx, wxy, w„; F, Fx, Fy, Fxx, 
Fxy, F„) = at(Dw; DF). A corresponding system for unknown functions F, w, 
derived in [1] under the nonlinear constitutive law, is of the form 
(£,) A2w - ((Fxx + iFyy) a3(Dw; DF))XX - ((F„ + iFxx) a3(Dv; DF))yy -
- (wxya3(Dw; DF))xy + ~ \((Fyy a2(Dw; DF))XX + ((Fxx a2(Dw; DF))yy ~ 
AEh i 
- 2(Fxy a2(Dw; DF)), j = -?L [E, w ] + £ , 
(F2) ((FXJC - i F J ar(Dw; DF))XX + ((F„ - iFXJC) ax(Dw; DF)),, + 
Eh f 
+ 3(Fxy at(Dw; DF))xy - — J (w„ a2(Dw; DF))„ + (w,v a2(Dw; DF)),, -
- 2(wxy a2(Dw; DF))XX = - | [w, w] 
for (x, j!) e Q, where F is the modulus of elasticity, P = ^Fh3 and q is the density 
of the perpendicular load. 
Together with (Fi), (F2) we consider the following boundary conditions 
(B) w = wv = 0 on dQ and F = F0 , Fv = F0v on dQ, 
where F0 e C
2(Q) is a given function. 
Let C • -̂  -* <0, 1> be an arbitrary function with the property 
(P) C e C2(-3) an<3 C = 1, Cv = 0 on dG . 
We denote f0 = CPo
 a n ^ w e consider F in the form F = f + f 0 , where f = fv = 0 
on dQ. 
For the sake of simplicity we denote (u, v)w = jn(uxxvxx + 2uxyvxy + uyvvyy) . 
. dx dy, (u, v) = j a uv dx dy and B(u; v, w) = $Q(uxyvxwy + w ^ w , - u„vxwx -
= w v̂yWy) dx dy for u, v, w e W2(Q) (Sobolev space). 
Definition. A couple {w, F) is said to be a variational solution of (El9 (E2), (B), 
iff w, F — f0e W2(Q) and the identities 
(1) ((Lx(w, F), cp)) = (w, cp)w - ((wxx + iw„) a3(Dw; DF), cpxx) -
- ( K y + iwxx) a3(Dw; DF), cp„) - (wxy a3(Dw; DF), cpxy) + 
+ - ? - {(Fyy a2(Dw; DF), cpxx) + (FXJC a2(Dw; DF), cp„) -
4Fn 
- 2(Fxy a2(Dw; FF), cpxy)} - - J L B(w; F, <p) = ( ^ , <p), 
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(2) ((L2(w, F), i/O) s ((Fxx - ±F„) fll(/)w; DF), <lsxx) + 
((F„ " i ^ x ) ax(Dw; DF), </7yy) + 3(F,y ax(Dw; DF), ^xy) -
- \Eh{(wxx a2(Dw; DF), \jjyy) + (wyy a2(Dw; DF), ij/xx) -
- 2(wxy a2(Dw; DF), i/yx>.) + \E B(w; w, tfr) = 0 
hold for all (p,i)/e W2(Q). 
Using Green's theorem in (1) and (2) we can easily find that a variational solution 
of (Ex), (E2). (B) is also a classical solution under the regularity assumptions on w, F 
and at (i = 1, 2, 3). 
The expression B(u; v, w) in (l) and (2) is well defined for u, v,e W2
2(Q) since 
the inequality 
(3) \B(u;v,w)\ ^ Mw2*h\W*\\w\\ws 
holds. Moreover, for u, v e W2(Q) and w e W2(Q) we have 
(4) B(w; u, v) = B(v; u, w) = B(v; w, u) 
(see, e.g., [3]). 
2. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION 
We prove the existence of a variational solution of the problem (JE-J, (F2), (B) using 
the abstract existence results for the corresponding operator equation Au = G. 
We deduce this equation in the following way: Let us denote H = W2(Q) x W2(Q) 
with the usual norm | | ' | H . Let u ~ {w,f}, v = {(p, i//} e H. We define the operator 
Ac : H -> H*(H* = W2~
2 x W2~
2) by means of the form <Acu, v> = ((Lt(w,f + f 0 ) , 
(/>)) + ((L2(w,f + f 0 ) , \j/)) since f0 = CPo
 a n ^ C is a function with the property (P). 
In what follows we omit the index ( in Ac. G e H* is of the form (q/P, 0}. Clearly, 
the solvability of Au = G in H is equivalent to the existence of a variational solution 
of (Ex), (E2), (B). 
Under certain assumptions on at(i = 1, 2, 3) we prove that A : H -> H* is a con-
tinuous, bounded operator with the property S (i.e., un~^ u (weak convergence) and 
<Aun — Au, un — u> -> 0 implies ||u.. — u\H -> 0). Using the result from [5] (see 
[3], [6]), under a suitable choice of the function £ we prove coercivity of the operator 
A(A =.= A^). Then from well known results (see, e.g., [7]) we obtain A(H) = H*, 
which implies the existence of a variational solution of (Et), (E2), (B). 
We assume that at(x, y, (, T) (i = 1, 2, 3) are continuous functions in all variables 
defined on Q x R6 x R6, where the real vectors £, T e R6 stand instead of w, f 
and their derivatives up to the second order. We shall assume that there exist positive 
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constants M 0 and Af (/ = 1, 2, 3) such that 
(5) tflv*,y,£,T) =
 M o , 
(6) |O,(x, y, £, T)| £Mi9 i = 1 ,2 ,3 , 
for all (x, y) e .Q and £, T G R6. 
Moreover, we shall assume that the partial derivatives daijd^j and daijdxj are 
continuous on .Q x R6 x R6 for all i = 1, 2, 3 and |jj ^ 2 where j is the multiindex 
(j = (JiJz)> JuJi s= 0 and |j| = j \ + j2). To prove the property S of the operator 
A we shall assume that there exist Cj ^ 0 (|j| ^ 2) and s > 1 such that the estimates 
(?) 
gfljfo, y, g, T) 
ðč ; 
ða,(x, y, l, т] 
ÕT; 
< c, 
i + ľ. (\ЦS + Ҝľ) 
hold for all i = 1, 2, 3, |j| = 2, (x, y) e Q and c, x e R
6. 
Lemma 1, Let (6) be satisfied. Then the operator A is continuous and bounded 
from H into H*. 
Proof. Suppose un -> u in H. It suffices to prove 
(8) sup |<Aun — Au, v>| -> 0 for n -> oo 
I M I H * -
and sup |<Aw, v>| rg CD < oo for u from a bounded set D in H. Denote un = 
\\V\\H£1 
= K , f „ } , u = {w,f} and v = {<p, i//}. We have wn - w,fn - f i n W= W2
2(«Q). Let 
US estimate the members of the type 
In
X) = sup \B(wn;fn + f 0 , q>) - B(w;f + f 0 , q>)\ ̂  
Ikllwigl 
sup |B(wn - w; fn + f 0 , <p)| + sup |B(w;fn - f, 9)] . 
l l ^ l l v V ^ l I k l l n ^ l 
Owing to (3) we obtain 1n
1} -> 0 for n -> oo. Now we estimate the members of the type 
1n
2) = sup \((w„)xx a3(Dwn; D(fn + f0)) - wxx a3(Dw; D(f + f0)), <pxx)\ . 
W\w£l 
From the relations 
K ) « a3(Dwn; D(fn + f0)) - wxx a3(Dw; D(f + f0)) -
K - w)xx a3(Dwn; D(fn + f0)) + wxx(a3(Dwn; D(fn + f0) -
a3(I)w;Z)(f + f0)), 
u,3 -> u in H and (6) we easily deduce that In
2) -> 0 for n -> oo. From these facts 
we easily conclude (8). Boundedness of the operator can be proved analogously. 
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The coercivity of the operator A (A = Ar) is proved by means of the result in [5] 
(see [3], [6]), which is based on the idea of Knightly [6], for a special choice of the 
function C-
Lemma 2. Suppose (5), (6). If the inequality 
(9) | M 3 + 81 Mo
lM22 < 1 
is satisfied then there exists a C £ C2(.Q) with the property (P) and constants C1? C2 
(C! = Cj(C) > 0, C2 = C2(C) > 0) such that the estimate 
(10) <Au, u> ̂  cjun2 , - c2 
hO/ds /Or all u e H. 
Proof. Let us put u = {w,/} into (l), (2). Using (4) and eliminating B(w; w,/) 
from (l), (2) we successively obtain the estimate 
i H2 / \ 3 *. 9 M 2 I - 2 9 M 2 e
2 . 
<Aw, u> ^ w $, ( 1 - - M 3 ^
 1— + 
2 2Eh 4Eh j 
1 7 I I , , , 1 1 2 / ^ 0 9EhM2 E
2h2Ml£
2\ 9 , , r(\ \\*\\ 
¥h2 lf + J^ ( T " "TE2 T j - Fh2 *(w; /o'w) - c(e) •l|/o11-2 • 
where L > 0 is an arbitrary number C(e) -> GO for e -> 0, / 0 = CFo (see (B)) and 
JNiY = IK*||L2 + K J L 2 +
 2 ! K J L 2 •
 I n ( n ) Young's inequality (Ob g 2"1e2O2 + 
+ 2 - 1e~ 2b 2) has been used. Let us take L2 = (M0 - y)'
1 9EhM2 where (0 < 7 < 
M0/2) is sufficiently small. Then owing to (9) we have 
i 3 „ 9M3L
2 . , M0 9EhM2 _ C0 = 1 M3 ^— > 0 and — — > 0 . 
2 2Eh 2 2L2 
Using the result from [5] (see also [3], [6]) we can choose such a £ with the property 
(P) that the estimate 
(12) |B (w ;cF 0 ,w) | < ^ | |w|^ 
holds. From (11), (12) and for sufficiently small e we obtain the estimate (10) and 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
Henceforth let C e C2(Q) be a fixed function for which Lemma 2 holds true. In 
order to prove the property S for A we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let a = (at), b = (b,), A = (A,), B = (B£) be real vectors in E\ If 
s > 1 then there exists a constant K > 0 (independent of a, b, A, B) such that the 
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estimates 
N + \b 
+ \a + ř(A - a) | s + \b + i(B - 6)| 
hold for all i — 1, 2, ..., n 
/.-[ — 
Proof. Denote x = af, y = A;. We assume x, y g: 0. 
For 0 — x = y we have 
/,./.[' , x r<*< = — Í -
J 0 1 + x + í(v - x)|
s .v-xj*l 
d z < - І — < l . 
+ zs 1 + xs 
If x — 1 then 1^1. Thus we assume x ^ 1. For 0 = y = x we consider the cases 1) 
0 _ y _ i x abd 2) x _ y ^ ^x. In the case 1) we have 
/ < 2 Ґ Љ = 2K.--*(_--) 
Jo 1 + zs s V sj 
- 1 
In the case 2) we have 
l< x < x < 2 . 
1 + / 1 + 2" s x s 
Analogously, for y < 0, x ^ 0 we obtain I ^ 2KS. Hence Lemma 3 is proved with 
K = 4 max (Ks, 1). 
Denote 
(13) C = K | 14 + — + 3Eh ) , <5 = max {C,} , 
V } \ Eh J M| = 2
l 
where K is from Lemma 3 and Cj are from (7). Our main lemma is 
Lemma 4. Let (5) —(7) be satisfied. If the inequalities 
(14) M 3 < § , l - ! M 3 + ^ ° . - ( ( l - f M 3 - ^ ° Y + 
+ 4 W - _ + **YY'
a > 2„ 
V8E/z 8 / / 
hold then the operator A possesses the property S. 
Proof. Let un = {wn,fn}, u = (w,f) e H and u„ --> u, Pn = <Aun - Au, u„ - M> 
--> 0 for rc -> oo. For simplicity we denote Fn = fn + f 0 , F = f + f 0 . a^n) _ 
_ aj(Dw„; DFn) and aj(0) _ a;(Dw; DF) (i = 1, 2, 3). Using Young's inequality we 
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successively estimate 
(15) Pn = \\wn - w\\
2
w - |M3 | |wn - w\\w - ((a3(n) - a3(0)) (wxx + ±v 
K - w)xx) - ((a3(«) - a3(0)) (wyy + iw^), (vv„ - w)yy) -
ř 2 
- (Mi,) - fl,(0)) w,, (w„ - w)J - ^ 1 | w > _ W|U _ ^ |,/n _ f l i + 
9 
+ 777 {(F>'.v(̂ 2(«) ~ a2(0)), (wB - w)xx) + (fxx(a2(«) ~
 ai(0)), (w„ - w)vy) -
- 2 ( F > 2 ( „ ) - a2(0)), (w„ - w)J) + ^ ||/„ - / | |
2 . -
- ((«.(«) - fll(0)) ( E « - i E J , ( L - / U - ((a.(«) - fll(0)) ( F , , - | F „ ) , ( / . - / U -
- 3(Fxy(ai(n) - fll(0)), (/„ - f)xy) - ™^1 L
2
2||w„ - Wfw -
8 
- ^?~ 11/. - /Br - x {KM») - fl2(o)), (/. - / y - KM») -
5L 2 4 
- a2(0)), (/. - / )„) + 2(wxy(a2(n) - a2(0)), (/„ - /)„)} - Z„, 
where Ll9 L2 > 0 are arbitrary numbers and 
9 
Zn = — - {B(wn;f„, W|I - w) - B(w;/, wa - w) + B(wn;/0, w„ - w) -E/r 
- B(w;/0, w„ - w)} + | {B(wn; wn,fn - /) - B(w; w,/„ - /)} . 
From the compactness of the imbedding W2
2(^) -» Wl(Q) (n = 2) and from (3) we 
obtain lim Z„ = 0. All the members containing the expression at(n) — af(0) are 
n-*co 
estimated in the same way. Let us consider, e.g., the integral 
J = (wxx(a3(n) - a3(0)), (wn - w)xx) . 
We have 
(16) J = Lxx f ^ a3(D(w + t(w„ - w)); D(F + t(F„ - F))) dt, (w„ - w)xx\ = 
1 Saъ = X ^ K ~ w) 77" w« d'> K ~ w)xx + 
ЧMІ2-2 J O ^ І 
I ÐU-лГrł^d/,(wli 
'1-12 J O ^ T І 
; ! Я, 
+ t 
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where i = ( i l 5 /2) is a multiindex and D'v = d
Mv/(Oy dy'2). Owing to Lemma 3 
we conclude from (7) that 
^ 7 з 
— - w dt 
1 я л 
ðT: 
vvvv dt 
I Jo ^Ci 
and |i | = 2. For |i | = 2 we estimate 
M da, 
^ KCř for a.e. (x, y) є íl 




wv dt, (vv„ - w)xx) 
(yflo 
0 ^ ; 
For I/I < 2 we estimate 
wxx di, (w„ - w)xx) 
g Ж( | | |D'(w„ - w)||2 + i||(w„ - w) x x | |
2) 
й ŐK(ф'(fn - f)\\
2 + Ц(wn - w)xx\\
2). 
Jn(u 0 = 
and 
Л(2, i) = 
(->К - w) 
1 ^ 3 i / \ 
~f wxx dt, (w„ - w) 
o 3<Ji 
á c.KUDK Wj|j |ЦW, - W| 
(D'(/„-/)f^wx;cd/,(w„-w)x 
Jo oč. 
^C í/<|D'Xj„-/)|| | |(w„-w) ; c x | |. 
Hence and from (16) we obtain 
\J\ ^ SK(\\w„ - w\\2w + \\fn-f\\
2
w + 3||(w„ - w) x x | |
2) + Gn(J), 
where G„(J) = £ (•!„(!, 0 + f,(2, ')) a n d l i m G«(I) = °-
| i | < 2 „->oo 
Analogously we estimate, e.g., the integral 
/ = \(F„(ai(n) - fll(0)), (j„ -/), ,) | g M(||w„ - wf
2, + 
+ \\L-fVw + 3 | | ( / „ - / y 2 ) + G„(/), 
where lim Gn(l) = 0. Let Gn = ^G,,(J), where the sum is taken over all integrals J 
w -> 00 J 
corresponding to (15). Summarizing the previous estimates from (14) we conclude 
that 
(17) P„ + Z„ + G„Ş: ||w„ - wЦ2, 1 - | M 3 





„ | |2 / M 0 9M2 £ Ш 2 
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where C and 5 are from (13) and lim Gn = 0. Let us choose 
n~* oo 
L2 = L22 = {(a + (a
2 + 4M2b2)1/2)/b where a = 1 - fM 3 - j M 0 
b = 9/(8£fc) + |F/2 . 




M0 9M2 EШ2 c ô > ^ 
2 8E/2L, 8L, 
Hence and from (17) we conclude that un -> u in H because lim Gn = 0. Thus, 
Lemma 3 is proved. n~+0° 
Applying known results (see, e.g., [7]) as a consequence of Lemmas 1 —4 we have 
A(H) sa H*, i.e., we can formulate the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose (5) —(7). If (9) and (14) are fulfilled then there exists a va-
riational solution of (Ex), (E2), (B)for all g e W2~
2 and F0 e C
2(D). 
3. ASYMPTOTICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE SOLUTION FOR co->0 
The system (Ej), (E2) for a1 = 1, ax = 0, i = 1, 2 (this is the case we obtain for 
co = 0 in the constitutive law) can be identified with the system of von Karman 
equations. In this section we shall be concerned with the behaviour of the solutions 
uM of the operator equations Aa u = G for co -> 0, where Aw = A is the operator 
corresponding to the system (Ej), (E2). Denote by A0 = ^co |co=0
 t n e operator corres-
ponding to the system of von Karman (i.e. a1 = 1, a2 = a 3 = 0). Evidently, the 
operator A0 : H -> H* is a bounded, continuous and coercive operator with the 
property S. The functions at (i = 1, 2, 3) in (Ex), (E2) need not necessarily be derived 
from a function co. Convergence con -> 0 is to be understood in the following sense: 
aUnzX 1, fli|B^0 (i = 1,2) on .Q x K
6 x K6. 
Theorem 2. We assume that the sequences of the functions {ai%n(x, y, £, T)}^°=1 
(i = 1, 2, 3) satisfy (5) — (7) uniformly with respect to n (i.e., the constants Mt 
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) Ond Cy- (|j| ^ 2) Ore independent of n). Suppose (9), (14) O/id 
(18) fli^l, fl2,»-t0, ^ 3 , ^ 0 M n-> 00 
uniformly on the set Q x R6 x R6. Then from each sequence {un}n
G
=1 (un — ua)n is 
a solution of AMnu = G) it is possible to choose a subsequence {unk}™=1 such that 
unk -> u in H, where u is a solution of A0u = G. 
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Proof. Existence of the solutions un, n = 1, 2, ... is guaranteed by Theorem 1. 
Owing to the assumptions for {aifTJ} (i = 1, 2, 3) we easily find out that there exists 
a ( e C2(Q) with the property (P) and Cl9 C2 (all independent of n) such that the 
estimate 
<Aw„M,u> _ C^uW
2-- C2 (Cx> 0) 
holds for all u e H (see the proof of Lemma 2). Hence and from ACOrun = G we obtain 
||M„||H _ C. Thus there exists a subsequence vk = u„k and M e H such that vk ~> u 
in H. First we prove vk -» u in H and then A0M = G. 
For Dk = <Afevk, vk — M> we have lim I\ = 0 since Akvfc = G (Ak = ^4^ ) . By the 
ft-* 00 
same method as in Lemma 4 we obtain 
(19) Dk = <Akvk - Aku, vk - M> + (Aku, vk - M> ^ C||vk - i i | | | -
- \(Aku ~ A0u, vk ~ u}\ - |<A0M, vfc - M>| , 
where C > 0 is independent of k and lim |<A0M, vk — M>| = 0. Now we estimate 
fc->oo 
(20) |<A,M - A0M, vk ~ M>| _ Ct\\Aku ~ A0u\\H+ S C^WuW- + 
+ \\F0\\W). f sup \auk(x, y, & T) - 1J + J - + — - + — j sup| a2>fc(x, y, {, T)| + 
+ 1 sup |a3fk(*, y, L T)| = CiT^llull), 
where the supremum is taken over the set Q x R6 x R6 and Tfc(||w||) ~> 0 for k -> oo 
because of (18). The last inequality follows easily from (1), (2) and from the definition 
||AfeM - A0M||H* = SUp | < A k u - A0M, v>| , 
ll»ll.w.Sl 
where v = [cp, xj/} e H. The estimates (20) and (19) imply vk -> u in H. Analogously 
as in (20) we obtain \\Akvk -~ -40vk||H* S Tk(\vk\) with Tk(||vk||) -> 0 for k -» oo since 
llvkUH ^ C. Hence and from the continuity of A0 we conclude 
G = lim Akvk = lim A0vk = A0M 
fc-*oo k~»c» 
since vk -> u and Theorem 2 is proved. 
Consequence of Theorem 2. If there exists a unique solution u of the system 
of von Karman A0M = G, then ucin -> u in H where uCOn is a solution of Acou = G. 
Now, we prove that the topological degree of A for small co (i.e., \ax — 1|, |a2 | , |a3 | 
are sufficiently small) equals that of A0. The topological degree for the operators 
with the property S was introduced in [7] and is a generalization of the topological 
degree for continuous mappings in En with analogous properties (see [7]). 
We denote GR(v) = {w e H; ||w - v||H ^ R , SR(v) = {w e H; ||v - w||H =
 R}> 
Agu = Au — g and A0i9u = A0u — g (for all M e H), where g e H* and A = A^. 
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Theorem 3. Let (5) —(7), (9) and (14) be satisfied. Suppose g e H*, sup \at . 
f 2 x R 6 x R6 
. (x, y, c, T) — l| < L, M2 < L, M 3 < L. If L is sufficiently small then the topo-
logical degree of Ag equals that of A0t9 with respect to RR(0) for sufficiently large 
R, (R = R(g, L)). 
Proof . From the properties of the operators A and A0 (see Lemmas 1 — 4) we 
deduce that the operator 
A(t, u) = tA0>gu + (1 - t) Agu 
defined on (t, u) e <0, 1 > x H is continuous (in all the variables) and differs from 
zero on the set <0, 1> x S^ for sufficiently large R = B(g). From the S-property 
of A and A0 (see Lemma 4) we easily find out that tn -» t e <0, 1>, un -* u in H and 
lim <A(^, u„), u„ — u> — 0 implies un -> u in H. Thus, the operators A0>g 
n-* oo 
and A,, are homotopic (see [7]). To prove Theorem 3 it suffices (see [7]) to prove 
the estimate 
(21) | | -V ~ AO,9U\\H* < \\A0,gu\\H. 
for all u e SR(0). We have 
(22) ||Ayu - A0y9u\\H* = sup |<Au - A0u, v>| ^ fM2 | |w||^ -f 
IMIH^I 
9 Eh 
+ — 7 M2\\F\\W + sup |1 - a 1 | i | |F | | ^ + — 3M2||w||fK, 
where u = {w,f>, F = f + f 0 . On the other hand, the coercivity of A0 yields 
M o " - ^l!H* = II^IIH1 (ClUWIIH ~ C 2 ) ' 
Hence and from (22) we obtain (21) and Theorem 3 is proved. 
R e m a r k . If u0 is an isolated solution of A^u = 0 then the topological degree of 
Ay with respect to GUo(r) (which is independent of r for sufficiently small r) is called 
the index of u0. Theorem 3 implies the following assertion: If there exist only isolated 
solutions of the equations 
i) Au — g = 0 , ii) A0u — g = 0 
in GR(0), then the sum of indices of the solutions of i) is equal to the sum of indices 
of the solutions of ii). 
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S ú h r n 
O RÍEŠENÍ ISTÉHO ZOVŠEOBECNENÉHO SYSTÉMU 
VON KÁRMÁNOVÝCH ROVNÍC 
JOZEF KAČUR 
V práci sa dokazuje existencia riešenia istého nelineárneho systému rovnic, ktorý 
je zovšeobecnením známého systému von Kármánových rovnic. Ďalej sa zkúma vzťah 
riešení tohoto systému k riešeniam von Kármánových rovnic. Zkúmaný systém je 
modelom pre velké deformácie tenkých dosák a škrupín a bol odvodený v [ l ] 
za předpokladu nelineárneho vztahu medzi napátiami a deformáciami v konstitutiv­
ných rovniciach. 
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